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CAP METRICS AS AN AID TO IMAGE
FILE FORMAT SELECTION
by VICTOR CALLAGHAN
Those needing to make a comparative evaluation of image file formats face a daunting
task. The main difficulties arise from the large diversity and quantity of image file formats in
use. This, coupled with lack of any standard way of describing formats, leaves the unfortunate
enquirer with an unenviable job. This article introduces some new format metrics and uses
these to show that trends are developing and that the market has already established some
clear favourites.

The principal objective of a good image file format is to provide a structure which maximizes
the utility of image data across a set of applications. Given the diverse nature of applications
(e.g. astronomy, military/government,
medicine, biology, and publishing) it is hardly
surprising that there is such a profusion and variety of image formats in the world. A recent
survey found almost 100 different formats in use (Ca1l93). Given that a digital image is
essentially just a two dimensional array, such an abundance of file types indicates there are
many differing needs or opinions as to the best way of structuring image data. Thus, the
selection of an appropriate image file format can be a most difficult task.

Which Image Format?
So, the question arises, how does one select a format for a particular application? In some
cases, the format choice is dictated by the use of a third party imaging package (e.g. Khoros
users will adopt VIFF). However, those writing their own imaging software will have a less
constrained choice. For such developers, if portability is a prirne issue then a major factor
might be the relative popularity of formats. For others, reducing programming effort or
increasing software performance might outweigh portability considerations. Popularity is
sometimes obtained by making the format general purpose which can in turn make it more
complex, thereby increasing programming overheads or reducing performance. In these
circumstances, a developer might prefer to use his own intemal format, sometimes referred to
as a "homebrew" format, which is well tailored to the application. The high position of
homebrew formats in the popularity rating (see following table) is clear evidence of this. It is
apparent that in making the decision on which format to adopt, information on the popularity,
complexity and functionality of formats would be useful. Whilst, in theory, this information
could be extracted from file format specifications, in practice the diverse origin of these
formats means that they are frequently difficult to understand and make any comparative
analysis a tedious affair.
Metrics to the Rescue
In everyday life, high level specifications are often found to be helpful when narrowing down
choices prior to more detailed technical investigations (e.g. when buying a car or stereo). Such
high-level specifications can equally be used as an aid to image file format selection. Recently,

a set of high level specifications referred to as CAP metrics has been proposed which address
the problem of comparing the virtues of image file formats. CAP metrics describe such
characteristics as the popularity of a format, its relative complexity and potential flexibility.
For example, the following table lists the most popular formats (popularity rating), together
with two other CAP mettles, complexity ratings (referred to more formally as a
transformation index) and HI·FI taxonomies.
FORMAT

Popularity

Complexity

Taxonomy

GIF

1

3

FI

TIFF

2

5

HE

PBM

3

2

FI

Homebrew

4

-

-

SunRaster

5

3

FI

Targa

6

4

HI

This popularity ranking was obtained by averaging the results of two informal USENET polls,
the first conducted in 1991, the second earlier this year. The complexity rating is a measure
loosely related to the number of transformations a software reading routine might have to
perform on a given format before it can be displayed (e.g. decompression). The taxonomy is
based on the premise that internal field hierarchy and labelling have a fundamental effect on
the overall logical structure of a format. This taxonomy categorizes image file format
structures as being one of four main types: HE CHierarchical Structures with Explicit Labels),
HI (Hierarchical Structures with Implicit Labels), FE (Elat Structures with gxplicit Labels)
and FI (Elat Structures with Implicit Labels). The use of field hierarchy and labels increases
the flexibility of a format but places an overhead on a format reader which must be able to deal
with these structures. Thus, as table I also illustrates, such structures increase the complexity
rating. More information on CAP metrics and details of the informal polls can be found in the
paper by the author, listed at the end of this article (Ca.1193).
Popularity gives evidence of the potential user base, whilst the taxonomy might be used to
assess the flexibility of the format, Com plexity provides an indication of the relative
programming difficulty. Such information can be difficult to distill from the varied and
frequently complex format specifications. Another factor to consider is how well the features a
format offers are matched to your application. A useful graphical representation known as a
functionality profile is also included in CAP metrics and gives a simple pictorial impression
of the quantity and distribution of features within a format. In essence, a functionality profile
is a histogram describing the distribution of features within a format.
As with most decisions, the choice of format will usually be a compromise between
conflicting ideals. Thus, when choosing an image format, one has to balance such aspects as
programming complexity, flexibility and popularity, The CAP metrics represent a convenient
mechanism of summarizing some of the main factors involved and should serve as a good
starting point for those searching for a suitable application format before they expend too
much time wading through rather lengthy and complex descriptions of the standards
themselves.
Current Market Leaders
Clearly, the popularity ratings given above show the general purpose market place has
established OIF and TIFF as image file format leaders. These standards have commercial

rather than govemmental roots. OIF (Qraphics Interchange .Eonnat) was developed by
Compuserve, an on-line information service, to give its users a hardware independent way of
exchanging colour image files. The latest version of OIF (89a) was introduced in July 1989.
TIFF (Iagged Image .Eile Eormat) was developed in 1985 to service the needs of scanning and
desk-top publishing companies. Its aim was to help prevent the introduction of competing
proprietary standards which, it was felt, would be counter-productive to market interests. In
order to eliminate the need for multiple standards, TIFF was designed with powerful
functionality which makes it relatively complex to program. As was stated earlier, there are
many other file formats, some offering significant advantages within a particular domain.
Whilst TIFF and GIF are platform independent, those interested in commercial products
should also consider standards such as the Sun Corporation's SunRaster and ZSoft
Corporation's PCX (PC graph@ and the variant PCC <E:;;. Clip art). These are well
established in the Sun and mM PC community, commanding number seven and ten slots in
the popularity polls despite being platform dependent.
Future Developments
For some time, there have been calls for an international standard to be developed in the hope
that it would stem the profusion of formats and bring some officially sanctioned order to this
turbulent application area. Fortunately, such an international standard is currently being
developed under the auspices of the ISO and is known as the IFI (!mage £rocessing and
Interchange) standard. It started life in 1990, after an ISO letter ballot, and is slightly unusual
in that it addresses both image transfer and processing. The standard is organized into three
parts: generic architecture, programmers' imaging kernel system (PIKS) and the image
interchange format (IIF). If the number of competing image file formats is to be reduced, IPI
will need to be capable of widespread application whilst keeping its level of complexity low
enough to ensure easy usability. Only time will tell how successful the proposed ISO standard
will be at unifying the image format field. On completion, which is probably two years or
more away, the standard will be assigned the number ISO-12087.
Although not shown in the above table, most new formats such as PhotoCD, HDF and IPI can
be shown to belong to the HE taxonomy group with CAP complexities (transformation index)
of 4 or above. Hence, it is apparent that there is a clear trend in new formats to sacrifice
complexity for increased flexibility. In many respects, this is inevitable as, if a file format is to
assume the mantle of a real standard, it needs to be able to adapt to the unavoidable
technological advances that will occur over its lifetime. Thus, some would argue there is
dilemma that only the market can solve; programmers want simplicity but successful
standardization demands flexibility and thus increased complexity. Which view will
predominate? The answer is in your hands!
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